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Abstract—Surface reconstruction is one of the main parts of
reverse engineering and environment modeling. In this
paper a method for reconstruct surface based on Support
Vector Machine (SVM) is proposed. In order to overcome
the inefficiency of SVM, a feature-preserved nonuniform
simplification method is employed to simplify cloud points
set. The points set is reduced while the feature is preserved
after simplification. Then a reconstruction method based on
segmented data is proposed to accelerate SVM regression
process for cloud data. Firstly, the original sampling data set
is partitioned to generate several training data subsets and
testing data subsets. A segmentation technique is adopted to
keep the continuity on the borders. Secondly regression
calculation is executed on every training subset to generate a
SVM model, from which a segmented mesh is obtained
according to the testing data subset. Finally, all the mesh
surfaces are stitched into one whole surface. Both theoretical
analysis and experimental result show that the segmentation
technique presented in this paper is efficient to improve the
performance of the SVM regression, while keeping the
continuity of the subset borders.
Index Terms — Surface reconstruction, surface variance,
support vector machine, segmentation

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface reconstruction is a hot topic in the fields such
as reverse engineering, stereo vision. The aim of surface
reconstruction based on cloud points coming from
geometric bodies is to construct a 2-dimensional manifold
embedded into 3-dimensional space. This problem was
proposed firstly by Hoppe[1] in 1992. By now, many
reconstruction methods have been proposed[2-11]. These
techniques fall into four categories: interpolating and
fitting
reconstruction[3,4],
piecewise
linear
reconstruction[5,6], deformed reconstruction [7-9], and
neural network based reconstruction[10,11], etc.. The
interpolating and fitting reconstruction method uses basic
functions, such as polynomial, B-spline, to interpolate the
sampling points in linear or non-linear way to calculate
the approximate surface. The reconstructed surface passes
through every point-sampled in the case of interpolating
and may not pass through them in the case of fitting. This
method is accurate. However, the noise sensitivity leaves
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the surface rough. Piecewise linear reconstruction
employs triangles or polyhedrons to approximate a given
surface. It is simple and intuitionistic but may lead to
topologic inconsistentency. The deformed reconstruction
defines a closed surface which is deformed gradually
under the outside force until the original points set is fitted.
The difficulty of this method is to find the appropriate
deforming functions and physical models. The neural
network method reconstructs a surface by training a
neural network which minimizes the distance between the
network outputs and the expected outputs. The surface is
represented by the weighting coefficients and thresholds
of the network. Using three-level BP-network, this
method can approximate any continuous functions and its
every order derivative in any accuracy. But the problem
with this group of surface construction algorithms is that
they may suffer from local minimization, the difficulty to
select network structure type, and the poor capability of
generalization.
In the last few years, Support Vector Machine[12-14]
attracts much attention from researchers. SVM, originated
from statistical learning theory, is a learning method for
classification problems. Using the ε insensitive function,
SVM can be extended to solve the non-linear function
regression. The SVM based function regression firstly
maps sampling data into a high dimension space via a
feature mapping, by which the non-linear regression
problem in a low dimension space is transformed into a
linear regression problem in a higher dimension space.
Owing to the structure risk minimization theory, SVM
method can overcome the disadvantage of those based on
neural network such as local optimization, lack of
generalization, etc.. It is widely applied in the applications
such as system identification, pattern recognition and
function regression. Furthermore, the function regression
based on SVM brings out the explicit function expression
and the mesh structure of a surface can be generated
directly. Scholkopf[13] proposed an algorithm named vSVM to regress implicit surfaces from training data. A
region is estimated which is a slab in the Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space. The expected hyperplane lies in the
region. Using marching cubes algorithm, the original
surface mesh is computed. Cai [14] distilled the robust
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features and feeble features separately from points clouds
based on SVM. These features are used to form the
skeleton and region grid.
However, because the complexity of SVM grows
dramatically with the increase of the number of training
data, the performance degrades dramatically. The methods
mentioned above can’t avoid the performance
shortcoming brought out by SVM, hence they are not
applicable to the task of surface reconstruction from huge
number of points.
The reconstruction of any regular surface can be viewed
as a regression problem. Then it is appropriate to apply
SVM in 2-dimensional data space obtained from machine
vision to reconstruct the human face model. An interesting
effect is that the noise in the sampling data will be
reduced as well as the holes will be repaired well owing to
the good capability of generalization. In order to improve
the efficiency of reconstruction, a simplification method is
presented to reduce the redundancy of the original data set.
Then a segmentation strategy is adopted in this paper. The
whole data set is segmented into several blocks on which
SVM regresses relatively fast. So the whole regression
time decreases considerably. Moreover, to keep the
continuity of the borders, the neighbor-blocks share a strip
of sampling data. These data will be associated with large
weighting coefficients. Thereby, the continuity of the final
surface is preserved.

s.t.

⎧ fi − w⋅ ϕ(xi ) − b ≤ ε + ξi
⎪
∗
⎨− fi + w⋅ ϕ(xi ) + b ≤ ε + ξi , i = 1,2,L, l
⎪ ∗
⎩ξi , ξi ≥ 0

(4)

∗

where, ξ i , ξ i are the slack variables, representing the

training error introduced by training data; C is the
punishing factor, representing the cost of training error.
The above optimization problem constrained by
inequations can be transformed into its dual problem
using Lagrangian
n

∗

n

∗

min {−∑ yi (αi − αi ) + ε∑(αi + αi )
i=1
i=1
*
αi , αi
n

∗

∗
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⎧∑l (α − α ∗ ) = 0
i
⎪i =1 i
⎪
⎨0 ≤ α i ≤ C , i = 1,2, L , l
⎪
∗
⎪0 ≤ α i ≤ C , i = 1,2, L , l
⎩

(5)

∗

A. The surface reconstruction based on ε − SVM
Let the cloud points set, which is acqired by laser
scanning or by stereo images matching, is represented as
S = {( xi , y i ) | i = 1,2, L , n}
(1)
2

In which, xi ∈ R is the input, y i ∈ R is the value
corresponding to xi , and n is the number of the sampled
points. Surface reconstruction based on SVM is to find the
support vectors set SV = {SV } of the points set through
i

regressing, whose linear weighted sum represents the
original surface under feature mapping.
Suppose ε − insensitive loss function be
(2)

where ε is the training error, f ( x ) is the regression
function. And let ϕ : xi → ϕ( xi ) be the feature mapping
mapping samples into feature space. Using the linear
regression function
f ( x ) = w ⋅ ϕ( x ) + b
(3)
to fit the sampling data {(ϕ( xi ), yi )} in feature space.
Here, w is the normal vector of linear regression function,
b is the bias. To search the most approximate f ( x ) , the
optimization goal is presented as
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∗

i =1

where, α i , α i are Lagrange multipliers.

II. ALGORITHM DISSCUSSION

⎧0,| y − f (x) |≤ ε
| y − f (x) |ε = ⎨
⎩| y − f (x) | −ε,| y − f (x) |> ε

n

2

min{|| w || / 2 + C ∑ (ξ i + ξ i )}

Solve this dual problem to bring out the normal vector
and regression function
n

∗

w = ∑ (α i − α i ) y i
i =1
n

∗

f (x) = ∑ (αi − αi ) < ϕ(xi ), ϕ(x) > +b

(6)

i =1

∗

The xi , whose Lagrange multiplier α i ≠ 0 or α i ≠ 0 , is
named Support Vector (SV). Usually, the SVs are the
minority in all training samples. Then the valid samples in
(6) are reduced largely. And
∗
(7)
f ( x) = ∑ (αi − αi ) < ϕ(xi ),ϕ(x) > +b
xi ∈SV

B. Data simplification

Generally, the number of data acquired by laser
scanning or by stereo matching is very large. Many
points-sampled are redundant. The efficiency of
regression on such data set is very low. So it is necessary
to simplify the cloud points to decrease the redundancy
among the original data. Using the simplified data, the
performance of regression will be improved.
Two kinds of simplification methods used are: uniform
method[1,17] and surface variance method[15,16,18].
Uniform method samples the data space by a fixed size
cube. It is simple and fast. But it isn’t able to change the
sampling ratio with the curvature of the surface adaptively.
This will make the feature blurred. In order to preserve the
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feature, nonuniform method is proposed. This kind of
method can change sampling ratio according to the
curvature of the surface. However, because the expression
of the surface is unknown, the curvature of the surface
cannot be calculated analytically. Furthermore, because of
the lack of mesh structure with the points-sampled, the
curvature cannot be calculated approximately as Ref.[19].
Two techniques are adopted to approximate the curvature.
One is to find a surface fitting the surface in a small
neighborhood whose curvature is close to the curvature of
the surface to be reconstructed at some point. The other is
to approximate the curvature by Principal Component
Analysis. No matter which kind of technique is adopted,
an appropriate neighborhood should be defined. In this
paper, the covariance analysis is employed to approximate
the curvature. The leaf node, brought out by K-D[20]
space partitioning method, is taken as the local
neighborhood.
Suppose pi be a sampled point, N ( pi ) be it’s kneighborhood(see fig.1), the covariance matrix is defined
as

⎡ p i1 − p ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎢ pi 2 − p⎥
C=
⎥
⎢L
⎥
⎢
⎢⎣ p ik − p ⎥⎦

T

⎡ p i1 − p ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎢ pi 2 − p⎥
⎥,
⎢L
⎥
⎢
⎢⎣ p ik − p ⎥⎦

(8)

in which, p is the barycenter of N ( pi ) ， pij ∈ N ( pi ) .

v = a0 v0 + a1v1 + a2 v2 .
Then
2

(10)

T

d = v Cv
= (a0 v0 + a1v1 + a2 v2 )T C (a0 v0 + a1v1 + a2 v2 )
= a02 v0T Cv0 + a12 v1T Cv1 + a22 v2T Cv2

= a02 λ0 + a12 λ1 + a22 λ2
≥ (a02 + a12 + a22 )λ0
= λ0 .

If L0 is the plane
( x − p)v0 = 0 ,

(11)

Then the sum of square distance from all points in N ( pi )
to the plane L0 is least. Then L0 can be envisioned as the
least square plane. L0 is taken as the tangent plane
of N ( pi ) and as the normal of L0 .
The surface variance is defined as[16]
σ ( p i ) = λ 0 /(λ 0 + λ1 + λ 2 ) .

(12)

Surface variance reflects the deviation degree of the
points to the tangent plane. In the flat region, the points in
N ( pi ) are close to the tangent plane L0 , then σ( pi ) is
small. In the rough region, the points in N ( pi ) are
dispersive to the tangent plane L0 , then σ( pi ) is large. So
σ( pi ) is a good approximation of the curvature at

p.

Based on the analysis above, the nonuniform
simplification method based on surface variance can be
v0
presented. The space partitioning method of K-D tree is
v2
adopted to partition the data space. After partitioning, the
pi
generated leaf nodes contain all the sampled points.
p ik
v1
Before simplifying, three thresholds, the lower
p
boundary of the number of the points in a leaf node M, the
upper boundary of the number of the points in a leaf node
N and the upper boundary of the curvature U are selected.
Figure 1 Covariance analysis
When partitioned, the data set of a father node is divided
into two subsets by a plane crossing the barycenter of the
Let the three eigenvalues of C be λ i (i = 0,1, 2) . node along one axis of the three axes. These two subsets
Because the matrix C is positive and semi-definite, have the almost same number of points. Each subset
λ i ≥ 0 .Suppose λ 0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ λ 2 . The three eigenvectors corresponds to one subnode. If the number of points
sampled in a node is bigger than the threshold N, this
respectively corresponding to λ i are vi (i = 0,1, 2) , which means that the local neighborhood yet contains more
compose an orthogonal basis. Across barycenter of N ( pi ) , points and needs to partition again. If the number of points
sampled is smaller than the threshold M, this means that
three planes are obtained with vi as the normal. These the local neighborhood already contains few points and
three planes cross each other orthogonally. Let L be a doesn’t need to partition. If the number of points is bigger
than the threshold M but smaller than N, the surface
plane ( x − p )v = 0 across the barycenter p in which v is curvature σ will be calculated and compared with the
the unit normal vector. Then the sum of square distance threshold U to decide whether to partition or not. If σ is
from all points in N ( pi ) to the plane is
bigger than U, this means that the local neighborhood is
rougher and the sampling density should be increased.
d 2 = ∑ || ( pij − p ))v ||2 / || v ||2 = vT Cv .
(9)
Then the partitioning operation will be continued on the
Let
node. Otherwise, the local neighborhood is flat and the
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partitioning operation stops. The node is taken as a leaf
node. For every leaf node, the sampled points closest to
the barycenter of the node will be selected to represent all
the points in the local neighborhood.
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programming problem, β > 2 , the total computation
complexity after segmentation will be less than 1 / k of
the primal question. So, segmentation can reduce the
computing consumption of regression theoretically.

C. Data segmentation
It’s obviously that equation (5) is a quadratic
programming problem with 2n optimization variables, n
linear equations and 4n linear inequations. If the points
set contains many samples, the regressing time is
considerable. In order to reduce the learning time of SVM,
we have to take an segmentation strategy to overcome it.
We divide the sampled points into several subsets S i s
which satisfy
U Si = S ,
Si I S j = φ .

(13)

i ≠ j

Then a training set and a testing set are created for
every subset S i . Training every training set, a support
vector set SVi is brought out.
However, the SVi corresponding to every training set is
independent due to the independence of S i . The SVi s
don’t have the internal relationship as the support vectors
of original data set. This results in the discontinuity on the
borders of training sets. Then the surface reconstructed is
cracked as displayed in fig.4 (b) and (e) which is not
unexpected. Two technologies are used to increase the
continuity of the regress function on the borders:
(1) making the adjacent data set share an overlapped
region when segmenting(see fig.2);In other word words,
if S i is adjacent to S j , then let S i I S j ≠ φ .
(2) making the samples in the overlapped region have
large weighting coefficients; this is to say, there have
several copies of the kind of samples in the two subsets,
so they are trained several times.
The first one makes the border an interior region of the
training subset; the second one increases the weighting
coefficients of points-sampled in shared region. These two
technologies will improve the generalization of SVM on
the borders.
Space partitioning scheme used surface variance[15]
can be used to segment the points-sampled more
uniformly. However, the high sampling density assumed
in our data allows simple rectangle partitioning to work
efficiently.
If the samples set S is divided into k subsets, the
primal programming problem is transformed into
k quadratic programming problems. Suppose the
computation complexity of every quadratic programming
β

problem is O ( n ) , then the total computation complexity
β

after segmentation is O ( n ) / k
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β −1

. For classical quadratic

1

r

r

3

2

r
r

4

Figure 2 Segmentation of training data

D. The description of surface reconstruction based on
SVM
The process of reconstruction based on SVM consists
of two stages, training stage and testing stage. In the first
stage, a SVM model consisting of all support vectors is
acquired by training the training data set using the
selected kernel function and training parameters. In the
testing stage, testing output is gotten by testing the grid
data using the SVM model.
Two methods can be used to construct the testing data.
One is to construct according to the training data directly.
By resampling the points, we can get a testing data set.
The other is to construct by remeshing the training region.
The second method can generate a mesh of the surface for
scattered data. It is convenient for the following geometric
processing. The second method is adopted to generate the
testing data set.
The algorithm of surface reconstruction based on SVM
is describes as the following steps:
(1) calculating the 2-dimension region of the samples,
then divide the sampling data set into several subsets; any
two adjacent subsets share a small strip region r .
(2) calculating a training data set Si and a testing data
set according to every subset. Those points belonging to
the shared region are appended into the adjacent training
subsets for m times.
(3) training every S i using selected kernel function and
training parameters based on ε − SVM; and a SVM model
will be created.
(4) testing on every testing data subset using the SVM
model and generate a testing output.
(5) integrating all testing outputs into one mesh which
represents the reconstructed surface.
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III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the efficiency of our algorithms of
simplification and segmentation surface reconstruction
based on SVM, we experiment on a platform with Inter
CoreII 2.13G/2G RAM/Geforce 8600GTS. The
performance of our algorithm is measured by the quality
of the final surfaces and the time consumption required to
regress which are contrasted with the effect without
segmentation.

matching technology. The surfaces reconstructed from the
simplified points of reconstruction are shown in fig.4.

B. Parameter selection

The performance of the simplification is determined by
the thresholds M、N and U. Let S be the simplifying ratio.
Usually, we have M<S<N. Changing the thresholds M
and N, the ratio is changed accordingly. For cloud points,
selecting big M and N, the significant simplifying
performance is achieved. Parameters M and N make the
A. Experiments
algorithm avoid the oversimplifying which may occur
in[15]. The third parameter U influences the capability of
detail-preserving of the algorithm presented. Two kinds of
data set, bunny model data set and human face data set are
selected to test the performance of this method. From fig.3
we can see that the details on the dragon model simplified
using surface variance method are preserved better than
c) Effect of surface vaa)Dragon mode,
b) Effect of uniform riance based method,
those on the model simplified using uniform method. The
22998 points
method,4323 points 4291 points
effect is as same as that on the Bunny model. Then the
surface variance based method can adapt the variance of
curvature on the surface better than the uniform method.
Experimental results also show that simplification
reduces the computing consumption of regression
significantly. Before simplification, the regression process
on face data set is very slow and almost endless. After
simplification, the process is finished in tens of second
d) Bunny mode,
e) Effect of uniform f) Effect of surface vawith the same SVM parameters. This makes the
35947 points
method,3972 points riance based method,
reconstruction based on SVM practical.
3975 points
A more important problem is the influence of the
simplification to accuracy of reconstruction. We compare
the testing result on the original sampled points using the
SVM model by training the original sinc data set and the
simplified sinc data set. The error of the first SVM model
is about 174.2 and the error of the second SVM model is
about 182.0. Then the error introduced by the
g) Human face
h) Effect of uniform i) Effect of surface va- simplification is about 4% of the whole error of the first
model, 87931 points
method ,3057 points riance based method,
SVM model. Therefore, in spite of the great simplifying
3001 points
ratio and the performance of regression, the accuracy of
Figure 3 Effect of simplification
reconstruction doesn’t decline obviously. Fig.4 illustrates
that smooth surfaces are achieved by the SVM based
First, the cloud points is simplified using the method method. So, the SVM method keeps the smoothness of the
proposed in subsection B of section II. Three models are models.
The segmentation parameters include the number of
used to demonstrate the validity of the simplifying method.
s k , the size of common region r and the
block
The simplifying result is shown in fig.3.
parameter
m . For parameter k , the bigger k is, the less
Then ε − SVM is adopted to regress surfaces with the
the number of points in the subset is due to there are more
Gauss kernel function.
common regions shared by some subsets. Because of the
2
2
k ( xi , x j ) = exp(− || xi − x j || / α ) .
(14)
less points in every subset, the regression time of every
Three kinds of points set are selected to verify our subset deceases with the increasing of k . But the total
segmentation recontruction method. Two of them are regression time behaviors different. When k is bigger than
cloud points set created from sinc function surface certain value, the total time consumed to regress will
function and exponent function surface. The number of increase due to the points appended to the whole training
the sampled points of sinc function surface is 22500 and data sets increasing as well as extra time consumption
the number of points of the exponent function is 9800. caused by segmenting. For the parameter r , the bigger r
The third one is human face model generated from stero is, the more continuous the reconstructed surface is. But
the training data increases at the same time and consumes
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more training time. For parameter m , to increase m is to D. Efficiency analysis
increase the punishing factors of the points located in the
region in common. Therefore, the generalization is
improved at the cost of more time consumption. Generally
speaking, if the number of training data is more than 1000,
the training speed will descend greatly. So the
parameters k , r and m should take the appropriate values.
For our experiments, the k = 4 , r = 1 / 20 , m = 2 can
(a) Sinc surface (b)SVM non-segmentation (c)SVM segmentation
provide the expected effect. The reconstructed surface is
reconstruction effect
reconstruction effect
points model
continuous as well as the time consumption to regress is
sound.
The main SVM regression parameters include
punishing factor C and training error ε . They determine
the capability of generalization. If C is too big, the
punishment on samples beyond the ε band is heavy,
making the generalization bad although the training error
is small. Otherwise, if C is too small, the punishment on (d)Exponent surface (e)SVM non-segmentation (f)SVM segmentation
reconstruction effect
reconstruction effect
samples beyond the ε band is light, making the points model
generalization good but the training error is large. To
training error ε , if ε is too big, the training margin is
large and the ε band is wide, then the regression accuracy
is high but the number of SVi is increased. The
expression (7) becomes complex. Otherwise, if ε is too
small, the margin is small and the ε band is narrow, then
the regression accuracy is low but the number of SVi
deceases. The expression (7) becomes simple. So the
selection of C and ε is in a dilemma. There is no
universal method for selecting of parameters C and ε .
We use the cross-validation technique to select
parameters C and ε .

C. The effect of reconstruction
We select k = 4 , and then the original sampled points
set is divided into four subsets. The common region
shared by several subsets is about 1/20 of the whole
region and m equals 2. In order to explain the efficiency
of our method, a contrast is made between segmentation
reconstruction with a common region and segmentation
reconstruction without a common region. The effect is
shown in fig.4. From fig.4 (b), (e)and (h), (c), (f)and (i)
we can see that if the subsets share no common region, the
surface integrated from subsurfaces is cracked and
discontinuous. Then the continuity of the original surface
is damaged. Using the method of segmentation
reconstruction proposed in this paper, the surface
integrated from subsurfaces is continuous even on the
borders. The continuity of the model is kept down. It is
obvious that the second method is better than the first.
Consider the smoothness, fig.4 (c) and (f) also show that
if the primal configuration is smooth, the second method
will keep the smoothness of the surface. This
demonstrates that SVM regression has the excellent
capability of function approximate.
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(g)Human face
model

(h)SVM non-segmentation (i)SVM segmentation
reconstruction effect
reconstruction effect
Figure 4 The contrast of surface
reconstruction based on SVM

Although the segmentation reconstruction method
decreases the complexity of the programming problem, it
also increases the number of training data which can
degree the efficiency of the method. The number of
samples appended is about 10% of the original points set.
Select appropriate SVM parameters to compare the
performance improved. The table 1 shows the
performance of segmentation reconstruction. Generally
speaking, the segmentation method will decrease the
regression time to more than a half of the unsegmentation
method.
Although existing 10% common region, the training
time consumed deceases obviously after segmentation.
The time consumed of segmentation is 1/5 of nonsegmentation. As k equaling 4, it accords with the
analysis in section II. So the algorithm proposed in this
paper is very efficient.
Table 1 The efficiency of segmentation regression
Models

Time consumption of
non-segmentation

Time consumption of
segmentation

Sinc surface
Exponent surface
Human face

21s
51s
464s

5.3s
24.7s
91s
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IV. CONCLUSION
Surface reconstruction is an important topic in reverseengineering and applications of virtual environment
reconstruction. The simplification method and regression
algorithm are researched in this paper. A simplification
method based on surface variance using K-D partitioning
technique is presented. A segmentation regression strategy
based on ε − SVM is studied by which the sampling data
are divided into several subsets. Then SVM regression is
executed on the subsets rapidly. The complexity of the
problem is descended and the time consumption is
reduced obviously. Experiments prove the efficiency of
this algorithm.
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